ISSUE ONE 24th MAY 2018
Not the best of luck for veteran driver
(Publication from NT News)

Lady luck was not with veteran Darwin driver David Ling following a spectacular
crash at 7mate Northline Speedway on Saturday Night.
Ling’s 360 sprintcar rode the wall between turns three and four when the nose came
down and dug in to the dirt, flipping the car four times before it landed back on it’s by then
blown tyres.
Although slightly sore, Ling was back at Hidden Valley the next day when the rear axle
on his Commodore broke in the second round of racing.
Brad Fullwood and Geoff Cowie took full advantage of Ling’s misfortune by securing
first and second place in the Commodore cup respectively, in front of Gary Dempsey and Ian
Roots with Glen Holdsworth crossing the finish line in fifth place.
Marion ‘Scab’ Bujnowski was a standout in all three HQ Holden races, crossing the
finish line ahead of Peter Anderson and Cameron Bowen.
Anderson could not get past the experienced Bujnowski who found the right lines to
control proceedings throughout the race.
In the Improved Production under 2L class John Newman showed plenty of stamina to
finish ahead of Eboné Coats and Craig Wright.
The over 2L produced an incredible win for Ross Salmon in his Rentco Clubsport.
Starting from position 8 in race three Salmon drove his way to the front of the field by
turn one and managed to hold Barry Smith out for most of the race.
On the last lap Salmon went in a little too deep through turn one under brakes and put
the car sideways, leaving no room for Smith to anywhere but off the track.

HQ HOLDEN ROUND 2
RESULTS
MARION ‘SCAB’ BUJNOWSKI
PETER ANDERSON
CAMERON BOWEN

Marion ‘Scab’ Bujnowski was a standout in all three HQ Holden races, crossing the
finish line ahead of Peter Anderson and Cameron Bowen.
Anderson could not get past the experienced Bujnowski who found the right lines to
control proceedings throughout the race.

LAPSPRINTS ROUND 2
RESULTS
CLIFTON WILLIAMS
IAN GOULDING
CAMDEN WILKINSON

MOTORKHANA
ROUND 2 RESULTS
2 RUNS 6 COURSES
TRAVIS HUMM
GRANT DAVIS
ADAM CULLEN
HIGHEST PLACED
JUNIOR
CAMDEN WILKINSON
ROUND 1 RESULTS
DAVID GEORGE
TRAVIS HUMM
GRANT DAVIS
HIGHEST PLACED
JUNIOR
CAMDEN WILKINSON
HIGHEST PLACED
FEMALE
JENNIE CORDINGLEY

COMMODORE CUP ROUND 2
RESULTS
BRAD FULLWOOD
GEOFF COWIE
GARY DEMPSEY

NEXT EVENT
NT TITLES
20TH – 22ND JULY 2018
REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN
CIRCUIT EVENT FEE - $90
PIT BAY - $20
info@namsc.org.au

IMPROVED PRODUCTION
ROUND 2 RESULTS
UNDER 2L
JOHN NEWMAN
EBONÉ COATS
CRAIG WRIGHT
OVER 2L
ROSS SALMON
BARRY SMITH
CARL WEINANDS

Have something you would like to see in our Newsletter?
Email your ideas through to bcti1@hotmail.com

We also had 2 representatives from CAMS for a meeting that was held on Saturday 12th May and they both
attended the track on our race day to discuss some of our operational difficulties and watch the activities.
Little did they know that they would end up in these beasts below! Hope they had a great time.

